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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have recently
been applied in industrial monitoring applications including
hazardous gases detection. As a major power consumer of
a node, gas sensors may significantly constrain its lifetime.
Hence, the sensing circuit must be carefully designed to optimize
performance and retain accuracy. In this paper, we propose for
the first time the principle of gas concentration measurement
based on a single sensor in a voltage divider circuit, instead of
the well-known Wheatstone bridge sensing circuit, which employs
two sensors. We discuss the design of a real WSN node for gas
sensing and evaluate it with respect to an identical platform that
uses the Wheatstone bridge. The proposed approach ensures
significant energy savings and helps to avoid zero offset issue.
Besides, we employ a more efficient and secure sensor heating
profile; it does not damage the sensor and does not make gas
sensing dependent on environmental conditions. Experimental
results show a 30% reduction in power with respect to the
state-of-the-art.
Index Terms— Catalytic sensor, dual power supply, gas
detection, remote sensing, wireless sensor network.

I. I NTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS Sensor Networks (WSN) have recently been
applied in various monitoring applications [1]–[5].
WSNs provide a number of benefits over traditional wired
sensor systems, since no expensive cable production is
required, making deployment and maintenance easier. These
advantages are especially relevant in industrial premises
where huge spaces imply long distances to be covered [6].
Nonetheless, industrial WSNs are subject to additional requirements and challenges [7], such as reliable communication [8]
and long-term unattended operation, along with precise and
frequent measurements and fast sensor response [9]. At the
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same time, wired sensor systems do not suffer from the power
consumption limitations of WSNs [10], which significantly
restrict the kind and the nature of the components that can
be integrated on the nodes, and consequently the extent of
the functions that they can perform. This problem is of vital
importance for WSNs in the context of fire [11] and hazardous
gases [12] monitoring. In fact, in contrast to typical applications [3] where the radio module is the main power sink [13],
these applications require on board power hungry sensors (up
to 600 mW) [14] to meet safety requirements [15] and to avoid
human victims and huge pecuniary loss. Energy scavenging
methods have been investigated for this kind of systems [16].
However, only direct solar radiation can provide enough power
to support gas sensors. Light, acoustic or electromagnetic
waves scavenged in indoor industrial premises can provide
current in the μA range only [17], which is not sufficient to
ensure proper system lifetime.
The hazardous gas concentration is typically measured using
film (colorimetric), optical, or catalytic/semiconductor sensors.
The first approach is based on the use of a light sensor
in conjunction with a colorimetric chemical sensing film
[18], [19]. The light intensity reaching the light sensor is modulated by changes in the colour of the sensing film, which indicates the presence of chemical plumes. Wireless sensor nodes
of this type are characterized by low power consumption, but
long sensor response time (around 300 s) that does not meet
safety regulations. The second approach is implemented using
laser spectroscopic trace-gas sensor platforms [20]. These platforms use laser spectroscopy to detect and quantify numerous
gas species at part-per-million to part-per-billion (ppm-ppb)
concentrations. Being highly sensitive and fast in terms
of sensor response, these systems satisfy safety regulations
perfectly. However, circuits of this type may consume more
than 500 mA, making them unsuitable for WSN applications. Sensor nodes based on catalytic/semiconductor sensors
[14], [21] are a trade-off between film and optical approaches:
on one hand, they consume less power than optical nodes,
while on the other hand they have much better response time
and selectivity in contrast to the film approach.
Circuits for gases detection with catalytic/semiconductor
sensors are commonly based on the Wheatstone bridge, which
includes two resistors and two sensors, one active and one
for reference. Most of the power goes into the sensor heating
process, required to perform the measurement.
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In this work, we present a study on power-aware gas sensing
using the WSN paradigm. The contribution of this work in
terms of power consumption reduction is twofold:
• Sensing circuit: We show how to decrease power consumption by replacing the traditional Wheatstone bridge
sensing circuit with a simple voltage divider. In addition,
we replace the typically used linear regulator power
supply by a more efficient DC/DC converter and improve
the quality of the measured signal by integrating a filter
and an amplifier circuit.
• Sensor heating profile: We apply a four-stage heating profile (in contrast to the widely used continuous or simple two-stage pulse (heat or not) heating in
Wheatstone bridge sensing circuits) to drive the sensor
through the simple voltage divider. This helps to further
reduce the power consumption of the WSN node and does
not damage the sensor during the frequent heating-cooling
processes [14].
To show the advantages of our approach in terms of power
consumption reduction, we develop and compare two different
WSN platforms for industrial applications and measurement
techniques using a catalytic sensor, one based on our proposed
single sensor architecture, and the other on the traditional twosensor Wheatstone bridge sensing circuits. Our results show
that the designed platform consumes 30% less power than the
best platform that has been reported in the literature, for an
increased lifetime of the system.
This paper is structured as follows. After reviewing
the operating principles of the sensing circuits, Section II
discusses the design of the WSN platform for gas and
describes its operation. Section III then presents experimental
results in terms of measured power consumption and sensor
response. This evaluation is done for both sensing platforms.
State-of-the art analysis is conducted in Section IV. Finally,
we provide concluding remarks.
II. S ENSOR N ODE D ESIGN
In this section, we first review two circuits for measuring
the output of catalytic gas sensors, and then discuss how they
can be integrated into a complete WSN platform. Finally, we
provide an analytical assessment of the sensing performance
of our proposed solution.
A. Sensing Circuits
Catalytic sensors are most used in the Lower
Explosive Limit (LEL) gas concentration range due to
their high sensitivity, selectivity, linear and fast response
(300 ms in our case) and low cost. The power consumption
of the catalytic sensor used in this work is 120 mW in
continuous heating mode. In contrast, semiconductor sensors
are highly sensitive in the Parts per Million (PPM) range, a
range not relevant for combustible gases detection. The reader
can find more details on sensor technologies comparison in
[23] and [24].
The working principle of a catalytic sensor consists in
flameless burning (oxidation) of combustible gas on the
surface of a catalytically active substance. To ensure gas
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Fig. 1.

Detailed sensing circuit schematic. (a) Wheatstone. (b) Differential.

burning, the catalyst must be heated up to a temperature
that, for methane monitoring, is in the range of 400 to
450 °C. The heat generated by burning is proportional to the
combustible gas concentration, and changes the temperature
of the sensor. In turn, the sensor resistance depends on the
temperature as:
R = R0 · (1 + α · T )

(1)

where R0 is the resistance at T = 25 °C, α is a temperature
resistance coefficient, and T is the temperature change.
Thus, we can estimate the gas concentration by tracking the
resistance change of the sensor.
Typically, the change in resistance R is measured using
a Wheatstone bridge [see Fig. 1(a)], which includes two
resistors, R1 and R2, and two sensors, one active, Ract , and
one for reference, Rre f . R3 is a current shunt (optional) resistor
to measure the heating current. The active sensor, which uses
the catalytic material, is used to perform the measurement.
The reference sensor, which is identical to the active sensor
but not covered by the catalyst and therefore insensitive
to the gas concentration, is instead used to compensate for
environmental factors such as temperature and humidity. This
circuit is very reliable. However, a number of disadvantages
prevent its application in WSNs: (i) it has inherent high
power consumption, since there are two sensors [14], and
(ii) it requires frequent ‘zero offset’ calibrations, since the
parameters of the two sensors vary by unequal amounts with
respect to each other over time.
In this work we propose and implement a differential
technique with only one catalytic sensor [22] needed for
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Fig. 2. (a) Sensor node platform with Wheatstone sensing circuit and (b) differential sensing circuit which can replace the Wheatstone block in the circuit
schematic (a).

gas measurement. The catalytic sensor, Ract , forms one arm
of a voltage divider circuit [Fig. 1(b)]. Resistance Rm is
a known measured precise resistor needed to calculate the
divider parameters. The sensor is initially heated up till the
very beginning of burning of combustible gas on the catalyst
surface (200 °C). At this temperature the oxidation of methane
does not start, but moisture evaporates from the sensing layer.
A measurement is taken at this temperature as the reference
point. Next, the sensor is heated up to the working temperature
at 400-450 °C when the gas starts to burn, and a second
measurement is taken. Since environmental parameters equally
affect both measurements, their influence can automatically
be excluded. Besides, since the measurements are conducted

with only one sensor at different temperatures, zero offset
calibration is not required. We assess both sensing circuits
in more details in Section III.
B. Platform Design
The circuit schematic of a sensor node based on the
Wheatstone bridge is shown in Fig. 2(a).
1) Micro Processing Unit: The core element of the
node is the DD1 ATxmega32A4 microcontroller (MCU),
chosen due to its low power consumption (∼1 μA in
power-save mode), sufficient performance and high-precision
12-bit ADC and DAC. The MCU performs, among other
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functions, circuit management, controls the sensors heating,
processes the measured ambient conditions, and interfaces
with the radio module.
2) Radio: To provide communication across the WSN, we
have used a DD2 ETRX357 ZigBee transceiver. It complies
with the IEEE 802.15.4 standard, operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM
band and has a low sleep current (∼0.7 uA). Both devices
support a wide supply voltage range from 2.1 V to 3.6 V.
3) Sensor: In this work we use a planar catalytic sensor
(prototype) [26] manufactured by NTC-IGD, Russia, for hazardous gases detection. The sensor is fabricated by planar
technology on nano-porous gamma anodic alumina membrane
with thickness 30 μm. Micro-heaters are fabricated by magnetron sputtering of a platinum target and covered by thin
film layer of Al2 O3 to prevent its degradation. The heated
area is about 200 × 200 μm2 . To obtain the catalytic activity
the porous gamma alumina membrane is impregnated with
catalytic metals (Pd and Pt). This sensor is calibrated by the
manufacturer and is provided with the specification indicating
the calibration values. These values can be programmed into
the memory of the sensor node when the sensor degrades with
time (1-1.5 year). The sensor can be calibrated to detect various hazardous gases, e.g., hydrocarbon based gases and H2 .
The signal required to heat the sensor(s) must be generated
according to a specific profile, described below, to guarantee
the proper operation of the sensing circuit. The profile is
generated by the software running on the MCU, using the
integrated Digital to Analog Converter (DAC). This signal, at
a reference value of 1 V, is buffered by an AD8513R amplifier
(DA2), which provides sufficient current (not available at the
MCU outputs) and voltage (the gain is set to 3). The output
voltage from the buffer amplifier is supplied to the sensors
X1-X2. Conversely, the measured sensor response in volts is
supplied directly to the ADC of the MCU, and is acquired
by the node under software control. We note that proposed
platform is compatible with any catalytic and semiconductor
sensors which have similar specification to our sensor [26].
4) Power Supply: The platform components are divided into
a digital (MCU, radio, alarm) and an analog section (sensing,
buffer), operated by separate power supplies. The digital power
supply E1 consists of a AA-sized Li-SOCl2 cell with a nominal
capacity of 2.6 Ah. In contrast to previous work [22], which
used three C-sized, 1.5 V alkaline cells wired in seriesand a
linear regulator to provide the sensing circuit with a stable
heating voltage of 3 V, in this work we use two AA-sized,
3.3 V, 3000 mAh lithium cells E2 wired in parallel and use
a DC/DC TPS63030 converter (DA1). This solution improves
the operation of the sensor node due to its high conversion
efficiency (98%) and high energy density. The analog part
of the circuit can be switched off using an analog switch
based on MOSFET VT1. Such design prevents digital noise
from entering the analog circuit. In addition, it provides high
reliability and long lifetime because the average sensor power
consumption exceeds the digital circuit consumption. Thereby,
in case of discharge of the first battery, the node does not
disconnect from the WSN and can transmit alert messages.
A WSN node that uses the differential technique [Fig. 2(b)]
can be derived from the previous one by replacing the
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Fig. 3. Current consumption diagram for the Wheatstone circuit (sensing:
0.2-0.85 s, data transmission: 0.85-0.95 s).

Wheatstone sensing circuit [Fig. 2(a)], as discussed in the
previous section. The circuit with one sensor X3 shown in
Fig. 2(b) is more energy efficient, but has worse response. For
this reason, the measured voltage is fed into a signal conditioning block, which improves the quality of the measurement.
We discuss these aspects next.
C. Sensor Node Operation
One requirement for industrial sensor networks is reliable
communication [7]. To guarantee energy saving, the node
performs data transmission to the gateway only in case when
the detected gas concentration exceeds a dangerous threshold,
i.e. it avoids unneeded transmissions (we discuss this point
later in this section). In all other cases, the sensor node
sends unicast messages every 5 minutes to inform the gateway
about the node status and correct operation. After successful
transmission of the packets, the node immediately goes in
sleep mode where it remains for 30 s. To avoid latency
and delays of the packet transmission from the nodes to the
gateway over a multi-hop network, we assume that the network
topology is of star configuration. This is done due to the
critical nature of the application to improve the communication
reliability.
If the node detects a non-zero gas concentration below
0.15% vol., it notifies the user “locally” using LED D1 and
D2 and/or a sound alert (buzzer). If the gas concentration is
between 0.15%-0.5% vol., the node sends an alarm message to
the network coordinator [14]. When the detected concentration
is between 0.5%-1% vol., the node activates a wireless actuator
to close the gas valve, in addition to sending the alert message.
The lower limit for methane explosion is 5% vol.
III. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
In this section, we compare both circuits by conducting a
number of experiments and discuss the obtained results.
A. Power Consumption Analysis
The goal of this section is to evaluate and to compare the
two sensing circuits designed in Section II. For this purpose we
evaluate the heating profile lengths and power consumption.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the current consumption of the node
with the Wheatstone bridge and with the differential technique,
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Fig. 4.
Current consumption diagram for the voltage divider where
“1” – is sensor heating pulse, “2” – is a temperature support pulse, “3” –
nothing happens during this time period, “4” – is the final heating pulse to
guarantee moisture evaporation from sensor’s surface, “5” – data transmission
pulse (0.604-0.704 s), “6” – sensor sleep mode: it is awaiting for next
measurement cycle.

respectively. In the Wheatstone bridge case, a heating voltage
of 2.8 V is used to heat the sensor(s) up to the operational temperature (450 °C). Conversely, the differential circuit requires a
complex 4-pulse heating profile with different heating voltage
amplitudes and durations.
The heating time for the sensors in the Wheatstone circuit
is 0.65 s. The average (constant) current flowing through R3
[see Fig. 1(a)] during heating is 81 mA, resulting in 226.8 mW
of sensor average power consumption. As seen in Fig. 3, the
amplitude of the current consumption decreases in time due
to increase in the sensor resistivity, as discussed in Section II.
The heating time for the sensor in the differential approach
is 0.504 s. More precisely, the heating pulse N o1 is 55 ms at
3.3 V (current consumption decreases in time ¯as in the case
with the Wheatstone circuit), “support” pulse N o2 is 145 ms
at 2.4 V, pulse N o3 is 244 ms at 0 V, and the final¯ evaporation
¯ at 1.6 V. This complicated heating profile
pulse N o4 is 60 ms
¯
does not negatively affect the sensor performance or reliability,
but results in significant power savings. The average heating
current is 30.6 mA that results in 85.68 mW of sensor average
power consumption. We compare the results of our approach
with respect to the state-of-the-art works in Section IV.
B. Sensor Response Assessment
Consider the Wheatstone circuit shown in Fig. 1(a), where
Uinw is the heating voltage, Uout w the sensors response,
and Iact _450 is the current flowing through Ract at 450 °C.
Due to the oxidation reaction, Ract increases by R. For
a 1% methane concentration, the measured output voltage
(response) Uout w is 30 mV and Iact _450 is 50 mA (for the
analog circuit). Therefore, we can approximately establish that
R = Uout w /Iact _450 = 0.6 Ohm.
To achieve the same heating current for the single sensor
circuit shown in Fig. 1(b), the heating voltage Uins must be
larger than Uinw /2 (we are using only one measuring arm)
because Rm reduces the flowing current. Rm should be as
low as possible since it also dissipates power. Since the final
temperature of the sensor is still 450 °C, the resistance change
in the presence of a 1% concentration is still R = 0.6 Ohm.
The output voltage at 200 °C (when the methane oxidation
has not started yet) for the single sensor circuit Uout s_200 is
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Fig. 5.
Sensor(s) response: (a) comparison of Wheatstone bridge and
differential approaches and (b) w.r.t. precise Rm resistor in differential
approach for 1% methane concentration.

given by (1):
Uout s_200 =

Uins · Rm
(Ract + Rm )

(2)

The output voltage at 450 °C Uout s_450 is given by (3):
Uout s_450 =

Uins · Rm
(Ract + R + Rm )

(3)

The resulted voltage response Uout s is the voltage difference
Uout s_200 –Uout s_450 .
Fig. 5(a) shows the sensor response of the two approaches
and Fig. 5(b) shows how the sensitivity of the differential
approach depends on the precise resistor Rm up to 9 Ohm
at Uins = 1.6 V. We do not consider higher values of
Rm since they result in higher power consumption. Thus,
while the single sensor circuit consumes less power than
the Wheatstone circuit, it has a worse (10-30 times) voltage
response [see Fig. 5(a)]. In order to digitize this signal with
the 12-bit ADC integrated in the MCU we must amplify its
value. The sensor response is supplied to the positive input
of operational amplifier DA4B OPA2340 that amplifies it by
a factor of 100 [see Fig. 2(b)]. A bias voltage is supplied to
the negative input of the operational amplifier to exclude the
constant component of the measured signal. The bias voltage is
generated by resistive divider R7, R8 and digital potentiometer
DA3 MCP41010. The bias voltage is then amplified by the
operational amplifier DA4A. The resulting signal (bias voltage
from DA4A and amplified voltage from DA4B) is supplied to
the ADC of the MCU. This solution helps to achieve the same
sensitivity as in Wheatstone circuit.
IV. S TATE - OF - THE -A RT
When designing an energy efficient embedded system like
a wireless sensor node with a power-hungry sensor, designers typically focus their attention on energy efficient sensing technologies, relevant sensing platforms, and intelligent
approaches, which can help further decrease the device power
consumption. Since overviews of sensor technologies are
widely available in the literature [23] and [24], in this section
we discuss power consumption of gas WSN platforms relevant
to our work and overview the intelligent approaches proposed
recently.
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TABLE I
P OWER C ONSUMPTION OF S TATE - OF - THE -A RT G AS S ENSING C IRCUITS : C OMPARATIVE S TUDY

A. Power Consumption of Sensing Circuit
The results of this work in terms of power consumption of
the sensing circuit significantly improve the state-of-the art on
hazardous gas detection. In Table I we highlight main features
of relevant works and compare them numerically in terms of
power consumption of sensing circuit and sensor response time
instead of comparing the gas WSN nodes’ lifetime as it is
done in some papers [23]. Lifetime is not a correct metric for
this evaluation due to its strong dependence on power supply
type/capacity/etc (AA rechargeable batteries can significantly
vary in terms of capacity from 1500 mAh to 3300mAh) and
operation of radio modules which also vary in terms of power
consumption, functionality, and algorithms of operation.
The node proposed by Ho based on laser spectroscopic
[20] can accurately and quickly detect all types of hazardous
gases, but consumes up to 1550 mW. The Wobscholl [23] and
Flyport [28] nodes are based on catalytic and/or semiconductor
sensors, consume less power – up to 1000 and 800 mW
respectively, but are designed for specific gases. The Wobscholl node guarantees automatic calibration, whereas Flyport
requires frequent calibration and may result in inaccurate
measurements, since it ignores environmental effects. The
WSN node proposed by Somov et al. [14] largely improves
on these, consuming only 264 mW, due to the pulse heating
profile instead of the constant heating current. However, the
pulse heating profile in this work is a straightforward approach
which consists in frequent turning on/off (depending on duty
cycle) of heating pulses. This approach helps to reduce the
power consumption, but has a number of drawbacks: (i) moisture does not fully evaporate from the surface, which may lead
to inaccurate measurements, (ii) real sensors can be quickly
damaged suffering from frequent and drastic heating pulses
variations, i.e., when heating is on or off. The heating profile
presented in this work is designed in a way to fully evaporate
the moisture from the sensor’s surface and to guarantee sensor
long time operation. Yokosawa [21] demonstrates a similar
sensor node, which consumes 200 mW, but has long sensor
response. To the best of our knowledge, the gas sensor node
based on catalytic sensor presented in [22] has the lowest
power consumption, namely 124.3 mW. This was achieved

by using (i) a sensor implemented by advanced power consumption friendly planar technology and (ii) pulse heating
profile. The main emphasis of the work in [22] is on power
consumption reduction without the analysis of sensor response.
Our work performs this analysis and goes below 100 mW in
terms of power consumption, namely 85.68 mW, by applying
the described differential circuit, improved hardware (power
management and sensing circuits), and reduced sensor heating
pulses. The main advantage of our circuit is that it meets safety
requirements [7], [15], ensures the node’s long lifetime while
guaranteeing good performance.
B. Intelligent Approaches for Power Saving
Alternative ways for energy efficient gas sensing with WSNs
are grounded on intelligent approaches.
The core idea of context-adaptive approaches is to equip
a commercial WSN gas sensing platform with a Pyroelectric
Infrared (PIR) sensor. The PIR sensor collects the information
on people presence to adapt gas measuring frequency. A WSN
implementing this approach was deployed in a four-story
building and demonstrated good potential towards energy
efficiency [23]. However, while demonstrating good performance, the experiments (in contrast to our work) are carried
out with no reference to any standards [15] making them not
useful in practice.
A similar context aware approach is proposed in [29].
The authors employ the Internet of Things paradigm and cognitive technologies for fire detection. The bottom line of this
approach is to use two heterogeneous WSNs interchangeably
depending on context. Since the fire detection task can be
reduced to pyrolysis sensing (H2 +CO) [31] or temperature
and humidity control – two heterogeneous WSNs (in terms of
onboard sensors and their power consumptions) are deployed
in a house. To implement this idea, the authors propose a
framework where virtual entities of real objects (nodes) are
created and enriched with context information to facilitate
the inference procedures. Depending on the situation (people
presence, time of the day) and utility cost of the nodes, one of
the WSNs is in active mode to ensure reliable fire detection
while ensuring safe monitoring. The authors do not provide the
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performance analysis of WSNs focusing more on framework
performance.
The WSN node with on-board intelligence developed in
[30] makes an inference procedure using collected data. This
approach is based on a simple sensor fusion component
developed to locally detect chemical species presence, simultaneously estimating their concentration. Making this analysis,
the node can decide whether the data contains useful information on dangerous situation, e.g., gas leak, and apply sensor
censoring. Our sensor nodes do similar analysis on-board
to avoid unneeded transmission by comparing the measured
values against a threshold.
The intelligent approaches discussed in this section
demonstrate great potential towards enabling power savings, but most of them do not follow safety standards
[23], [30] and have not been deployed in real settings
that makes them subject to additional evaluation in real
conditions.
At the same time, intelligence can be integrated into
hardware power management techniques, making them more
powerful. Moreover, the Internet of Things paradigm together
with cognitive technologies used in [29] can potentially help
WSNs to perform self-management, context-aware sensing,
and local decision making.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this work we have addressed the problem of power
consumption reduction in WSNs used in gas sensing applications. In particular, we have demonstrated how to significantly
decrease the power consumption of a gas sensor node up
to 85.68 mW in continuous measurement mode. We have
proposed and implemented a differential sensor heating profile
requiring only one sensor in a voltage divider circuit. The
heating profile is a four-stage pulse, which consumes less
energy than the continuous and simple two-stage pulse (heat or
not) heating approaches. At the same time, the proposed profile
prevents the sensor from being damaged as it could happen
with a simple pulse heating profile. Additional gain in energy
was achieved through careful hardware design, employing
efficient DC/DC conversion and signal conditioning. A dual
power supply design avoids the sensor node full de-energizing,
giving the node the ability to notify the loss of sensing power
to the network coordinator.
Besides this, the proposed approach opens up wide vista
for secure and energy efficient gas sensing applications using
WSN not only because of the gain in power. Apart from the
significant energy saving of the sensing circuit, the proposed
solution makes gas sensing insensitive to environmental conditions (like in Wheatstone circuit) has the same response as
in Wheatstone circuit and, more importantly, does not face
the problem of ‘zero offset’ due to the application of only
one sensor. These advantages make our approach especially
relevant for industrial applications where lifetime, easy maintenance, and sensing that meets safety requirements are of vital
importance.
Our future work includes further investigation of differential
circuit and the deployment of sensor nodes in real settings.
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